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ISRAEL

INTRODUCTION

.The state of Israel, a republic located on the Mediterranean Sea in the near east west of Jordon. It
has an area of 8019 sq. miles and a population of 8 million as of 2013. The capital is Jerusalem. The
economy is based upon manufacturing and agriculture.
To our knowledge, Israel has never produced .22s, but has purchased .22s for military training
needs from other countries. These boxes range from standard boxes of the manufacturer, to standard
boxes with overlay labels, to special boxes with special markings. All boxes noted are dated after
World War II
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ISRAEL
MISC. IMPORTED Issues
Labels reads:
50 CARTRIDGES 0.22"
FOR PISTOL AND RIFLE
BALL

LR-1

.22 LONG RIFLE. White box with black pr inting. One-piece box with end flaps. Lot No. K1-5/61,
K19-9/61 and K20-10/61 noted. “5-3” on a brass cases. Lead bullet.

LR-2

.22 LONG RIFLE. White box with black pr inting. One-piece box with end flaps. Filled with the
standard T-22 issues of Winchester repeating arms Co. of the U.S.A. “W-3” h/s on a brass case. Lead
bullet. This box was reported to have been produced during 1981.

LR-3

.22 LONG RIFLE. Same as LR-2·except with added printing on the top of the box. Also was
imported as a 100 rd. box (two 50 rd boxes) shown below.

LR-4

.22 LONG RIFLE. Gr een Remington Kleanbor e Standar d Velocity of the U.S.A. box " RE-1" h/s
on a brass case. Lead bullet.

LR-4.5 .22 LONG RIFLE. Red and gr een Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore of the U.S.A. box "RE-1" h/s on
a brass case. Lead bullet.
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ISRAEL
MISC. Issues
LR-5

.22 LONG RIFLE. Standar d Remington of the U.S.A. gr een and blue box with a white over lay
label with black printing. "U-3" h/s on a brass case. Lead bullet. Produced 5-31-74.

LR-6 .22 LONG RIFLE. Standard Eley of England CLUB box with white label with black printing added to the
top. The code and date is on a separate label and is printed in blue ink. Produced in 1973. "E-24" h/s on
a brass case. Lead bullet.

LR-6.5 .22 LONG RIFLE. Same as LR-6 except Winchester T-22 box with white label with black printing
added on the back. Produced in 1985.

LR-7

.22 LONG RIFLE. Standar d Eley of England TENEX box with a white over lay label with black
printing. "E-24" h/s on a brass case. Lead bullet. Produced in 1969.

LR-8

.22 LONG RIFLE. Box of 100. Buff label with black pr inting. White, two-piece, full cover box.
This box has a white label with black printing under the buff label. What is printed on this label is
unknown. No h/s on a brass case. Red tipped lead bullet which means this may be a tracer loading. It is
assumed that these were produced by Eley of England during 1969.
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